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ABSTRACT 

Wood is the most God's precious gift to mankind, remains to this day a necessity to the 

comfort life, and for many livelihood itself. The complexity of wood grain is the main 

reason why is it so hard to do wood classification. Therefore, the images of wood grain 

needed to be enhancing for further process. In order to enhance the image, some image 

processing techniques be used. Good ordering of image processing techniques will ensure 

the end result is benefit to be used for classification or others. The objective of this study 

is to study the three image processing techniques which are blurring technique, brighten 

technique and sharpen technique as well as the best ordering of those techniques. 

Keyword:, Blur Technique, Brighten Technique, Sharpen Technique. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

Wood is God's precious gift to mankind, remains to this day a necessity to the 

comfort of life, and for many livelihood itself. It became the primary material 

from which many high-demand products are made. It is used as a structural 

building material; as a finishing building material as in doors, flooring and 

windows; as a packaging material; and as a material for making finished products 

like household furniture and cabinets. Since wood is a popular and useful material, 

it is important that enthusiasts and professionals be able to distinguish the wood of 

one species from another. 

In Malaysia, there are on record at least 3000 species of trees in the forest. The 

timbers that are known in the international market, totaling 408 species, have been 

introduced through the Malaysian Grading Rule (MGR).In 1984 edition of the 

MGR, the timbers are divided into 100 timber groups comprising the commercial 

timbers in Malaysia and they are classified into four categories which is Heavy 

Hardwoods (HHW), Medium Hardwoods (MHW), Light Hardwoods (LHW), and 

Softwood. 

In order to be able to distinguish the wood of one species from another, the 

structural of wood provide basis for classification and identification of wood. 

However, there are some certain physical features of wood, can be used for 

identification of both hardwood and softwood. Some examples for the features are 

color, weight or density, hardness, texture, grain, figure and smell. 

Many of researches have done their study to identify the type of wood. Several 

techniques or algorithm have been proposed to detect the type of wood using 
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